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2017: The United Nations International Year of Sustainable
Tourism for Development

Overview:

The world understands the positive social, economic and environmental impact of
events as governments increase their focus on measuring carbon emissions as a result
of the Paris Agreement.   

People understand the role that events could play in meeting the United Nations 17
Sustainable Development Goals.

2017 is the United Nations International Year of Sustainable Tourism for Development.
This is an opportunity to raise the profile of the role of events so that:

This is a proposal to ask all associations in the event industry to endorse the
following objective:

To raise the profile of the power of events during the
2017 Year of Sustainable Tourism for Development.

What actions do we want you to take in combination with your endorsement?

Share updates on the work Positive
Impact are doing with your community.

Share with your community any free
education resources that Positive
Impact is able to provide.

Tell us who you've shared it with so that
we can track the number that is being
reached.

Get involved as much as possible in
helping us meet the targets we have set.

Encourage your community to take action to meet our ambitious goals including:

1. Share our free, basic resources with your communities, so that over 20,000 event
professionals receive education on sustainability in 2017.

2. Sharing their best practice examples of sustainability in action via our #CSRshareDay and
#ShareaPositiveImpact campaigns.

3. Contribute to research on the social, economic and environmental impacts of business,
sports and cultural events so that we have data which can be used at a global government level.

4. Become part of our global ambassador programme and receive materials so that they can tell
the story of a sustainable event industry.

5. Support our sponsorship efforts to create seed funding for projects which demonstrate how
events address global challenges including climate change and the refugee crisis.

How can you help us reach our goals and raise the profile of
the power of events?



The business case for being an association which endorses this campaign:

If you are interested in engaging with Positive Impact as an association for 2017 Year of Sustainable
Tourism for Development please do not hesitate to get in touch. Contact us: info@positive-impact-
events.com. 

If you have any other questions, please let us know by emailing us on the email address above including
if you know of anyone who may be interested in sponsoring this campaign.

For more information please visit: 
http://www.positiveimpactevents.com/un-year-of-sustainable-tourism-for-development

1. In 2015 the United Nations and its 193 member states created the 17 Sustainable Development
Goals. Sustainability is now part of government strategy and future planning.  

2. In 2015 the Paris Agreement for the first time, brought all nations together to commit to
 ambitious efforts to combat climate change including measuring and reducing carbon emissions. 

3. Telling the story of the positive impact of events is a way to protect the industry from any critique
or risk caused by negative impacts such as waste and carbon emissions. 

4. This is an opportunity for your community to be leaders in something that will make a difference.

How will we tell the world that you endorsed this campaign?

We will use your logo on the website as
an 'Endorser'.

We will connect with you on a monthly
basis to provide you with an update on
what's happening at Positive Impact as
well as to ask you to update us on what
has happened on your side.

We may be in contact from time to time
to request a quote about this campaign.

We may be in contact with you to
innovate and co-create solutions for the
creation of a sustainable event industry.

"The reach of the International Year of Sustainable Tourism is vast and
we are happy to work with partners like Positive Impact who will not
only inspire initiatives for sustainability to be taken in the event sector,
but also tell the story of the difference those initiatives will make".

Why are we doing this?

Positive Impact is a not for profit organisation set up to provide education and inspiration for the
event sector on how to operate sustainably. Our vision is for a sustainable event sector by 2020 that
has a positive impact on its economic, environmental and social surroundings.

We understand that the UN Year of Sustainable Tourism for Development is an opportunity to raise
the profile of events, therefore we reached out to the UNWTO to propose this partnership.

- Cordula Wohlmuther, 
Head of Institutional Relations and Resource Mobilisation, UNWTO.


